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Release Notes for UASMaster 12 

Trimble UASMaster Version 12 

Trimble announces the major release 12 for all Inpho software products including UASMaster. 

Note: These Release Notes are updated for version 12. We highly recommend always updating to the latest 
software release. Users with valid maintenance will receive an update file for their license 

 

 

More information 

For more information, contact your Trimble Inpho Support Team at imaging_support@trimble.com. The software is 
available for download on http://geospatial.trimble.com/uasmaster-download
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Highlights in UASMaster 12.2 

Higher quality in dense matching based on SGM 

In this version users can benefit from a new deliverable based on Semi Global Matching (SGM) and enjoy 
3D and 2.5D dense point cloud, true-orthophotos and 3D meshes with Highest Quality in pixel level. This 
level of quality in dense matching is very important for feature extraction applications based on true 
orthophotos, measurement and mapping applications based on point clouds, and 3D representation of 
the object based on 3D meshes with higher accuracy. 
 

Much faster production based on SGM 

The overall an combined delivering of the end products (dense point cloud, true-orthophotos, 3D meshes) 
based on Semi Global Matching (SGM) can reach up to 2x faster speed. For the default scenario, the 
significantly highest performance can be seen in generation of 3D meshes (up to 5-7x) and texturing the 
meshes (up to 3-5x). For the other products, the SGM engine can speed up your productivity in 
generation of dense point clouds (up to 25%), DSM (up to 5 - 10%). These numbers can vary depending on 
the image compression and the project types (nadir, oblique). 
 
As usual, we are happy to improve the stability and usability of our software by some fixes in this version. 
 

 

Other highlights you should know about Inpho 12 

High quality and more efficiency in production 

True-orthophotos in this version can be generated in full resolution quality. The overall mosaics are with 
more homogeneity and balanced radiometry.  
The new version of UASMaster delivers a cleaned-up final mosaic by automatically generating a 
borderline, if not pre-defined. Furthermore, the quality of true orthophotos of highly distorted images is 
increased, by selecting the best part of the image in orthophoto generation. 
UASMaster version 12 offers higher quality in 3D meshes with more sharpness on the edges, as well as 
enhanced texture on the model. Furthermore, the reduction of triangles in the multi-resolution geometry 
helps to produce more efficient 3D models for better streaming and optimized data storage. 
 
More usability improvements and performance 
In version 12, users can enjoy more usability enhancements in such as, automatically selection of 
additional (stronger) graphics cards to the on-board GPU, easily comparing camera calibration in the sub-
set in the Project Editor, simply importing the object points from another project, new possibility to 
control the camera settings in the report, and better viewing capability on 4K monitors. 
Additionally, transparency of background pixels can be now better handled by adding alpha channels in 
UASMaster. 
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Faster streaming and more efficiency in handling of 3D meshes in UASMaster 
In version 12.1, the number of triangles in meshes is significantly reduced (up to 10 times) which is 

important for data transfer, office-based visualization, and web-based streaming purposes. In this way, 

the graphics memory would be efficiently used while keeping the quality of the geometry untouched. 

Furthermore, due the up to 50% reduction of the size of the texture files (texture atlases) in this version, 

less memory is needed to handle the 3D textured meshes for seamless representation photo realistic 

models. Additionally, in this version the visualization of 3D meshes are smarter managed, as the 

foreground objects are loaded faster (up to 2 times). These improvements are specifically important for 

the users with very large projects or with weak processing units (CPU, GPU), or slow internet connection. 

 

As the compression of the JPEG textures is optimized in this version, the OBJ and DAE meshes are more 

detailed and have better quality. In this version, the Draco compression is disabled by default, which is 

beneficial in increasing the performance for streaming of the 3D tiles of meshes in Cesium or similar 

environments or for the desktop visualization on low-end hardware. 

 

Cleaned up true orthophotos with improvements in performance in UASMaster  
Due to the automatic definition of borderline for the area of interest since version 12, the final true 

orthophotos look very cleaned up. This improvement speeds up the processing, as the DSM and 

orthophoto generation will not happen in the background or useless areas. 

 
Usability enhancements for more GIS ready deliverables from UASMaster 
Another enhancement for the large projects is that the information of the stereo models is stored more 

efficiently from this version. This means reduction in disk space, better data handling and optimized usage 

of memories.  

In this version, the users would enjoy efficient representation and usage of UASMaster results, e.g. DSM 

and true orthophotos in GIS environments, based on the virtual raster files (VRT) that will be from now on 

automatically generated and delivered. Furthermore, providing the tile shape files with ID (based on the 

tile coordinate), users can have a better overview on the whole projects and find the position of the tile 

files by loading the TileShape.shp in a GIS environment like ArcGIS. 

 
Integration of Trimble Coordinate System  
Considering the worldwide coverage of Trimble Coordinate System (TCS) with various projection and 

geoid, Trimble Inpho and UASMaster workflows are now empowered by TCS. As this coordinate system 

has been used in many hardware and software within Trimble, this integration supports our users, to not 

only enjoy this comprehensive coordinate system, but also better handle the data within Trimble world. 

We highly encourage our customers to use Trimble Coordinate Systems for their projects. However, for 

the transition time to replace the Inpho Coordinate System (ICS) with the new one, and collecting your 
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feedback e.g., any compatibility purposes for the older projects or your wishes on completeness of TCS, 

we will keep the Inpho Coordinate System (ICS) in version 12. 

 
 
More information can be found in the Release Notes and on the Website: 
https://geospatial.trimble.com/products-and-solutions/trimble-inpho-uasmaster 
New users can contact their regional sales managers for purchasing/updating new licenses or requesting 
for evaluation licenses: 
https://geospatial.trimble.com/where-to-buy 
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List of Changes  

Note: Version 12.2 does not need a new license if you work already with version 12. Version 12 required a 
license update. Customers with maintenance automatically received the license update. A valid license for 
version 12 works for versions 11.0.5, 11.0.6 and 11.0.7. Older versions are not supported with the new 
license.  

Information: In order to be able to use the given hardware better UASMaster now use 40 cores and for the 
point cloud generation with the SGM method 48 cores for computationally intensive steps. This makes no 
sense for I/O intensive steps, which is why not all cores are used for the entire processing. 

 

Main window and project handling 

Change Description 

WIBU Codemeter 
vulnerabilities 
 

WIBU systems provide information about current vulnerabilities.  
We therefore urgently recommend installing the latest driver, which can be 
downloaded from the WIBU Codemeter homepage or from our download page 

under 3rd Party Products. The bundle installer of version 12 is equipped with this 
driver (7.40). 
Note that the driver will not work for WIN 7 operating systems. The latest 
driver for WIBU Codemeter dongles for Windows 7 operating systems is 
7.21a. The driver can be downloaded from the WIBU Codemeter homepage 
(www.wibu.com / www.wibu.de) or from our download page under 3rd Party 
Products. 

Improvement 12.2: Added 
functionality for TCS 
 

For Trimble Coordinate Systems it is now possible to search for coordinate 
systems by name, EPSG code or country. In addition, it can be defined where 
the coordinate systems are to be saved. Also added is a list of recently used 
coordinate systems. 
 

Improvement 12.2: Project 
Editor performance 
 

The time it takes to change the path of images or remove images has been 
drastically reduced. 
 

Improvement 12.2: TCS 
database updated 
 

For version 12.2 the Trimble coordinate systems database is updated from 
version 3.9.1 to version 3.9.7 

  

http://www.wibu.com/
http://www.wibu.de/
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Improvement 12.2: 
Translation update 
 

UI translation is updated for new or changed functionality. 

Improvement 12.2: Skip 
duplicate images during 
import 
 

Previously, images already in the project could only be overwritten when 
importing images of the same ID. We added the ability to skip images already 
in the project during import. 

Improvement 12.2: 3D 
Distortion Correction Plot 
 

The default V- and Z- factor settings of “Project Editor > Camera > Distortion > 
View > 3D Distortion Correction Plot” have been improved so that in most 
cases a meaningful plot can be seen immediately. In addition, a slider for 
scaling the V- and Z- factors has been installed for easier operation. 
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Improvement 12.2: Tool 
“Vector File Information -> 
PDF” 
 

The Tool function “Vector File Information -> PDF” offers now additional 
options: 
– Additional statistics for DTMs 
– New output options: 
           ▪ Report separately for each input file 
           ▪ One report for all input files 
– Additional output format TXT 
 

Improvement 12.2: 
Detailed information when 
TCS wasn’t installed 
 

Opening a project with defined TCS project coordinate system, the Project 
Editor commented only an Error -10 if the Trimble Coordinate Systems were 
not installed. Now a better description leads the user to the cause of the 
problem. 

 
 

Fix 12.2: Project Editor 
(UAS (AreaMapping)) – 
strip generation failure 
 

The alpha-numeric sorting of images was not working, therefore the strip 
generation could fail. 

General: 
The strip generation will not work, if the alpha-numeric image IDs are not 
uniform, e.g.  
 
xxxxxxxx_xxx_?x_xxxxxx_xxxxxxxx_xxxxx_xxxxxxxxx 
20190607_001_1_064644_00125488_TA004_064644089 
20190722_019_19_053713_00125488_TC004_053713425 
20190607_002_2_060836_00125488_TA007_060836655 
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It would work with 

xxxxxxxx_xxx_xx_xxxxxx_xxxxxxxx_xxxxx_xxxxxxxxx 
20190607_001_01_064644_00125488_TA004_064644089 
20190607_002_02_060836_00125488_TA007_060836655 

20190722_019_19_053713_00125488_TC004_053713425 

or using the “Identification extraction” and deploy the section from position 
33 (for this example) to create IDs with ascending increments. 
 

 
 

Fix 12.2: TCS visibility of 
coordinate systems 
 

For Trimble Coordinate Systems it could happen that not all available systems 
were displayed when searching for coordinate systems for a “country”. This is 
fixed. 
 

Fix 12.2: Single point 
transformation 
 

When converting files from a projected system to a geographic system using 
the file format XYZC, the resulting Lat/Long coordinates only had three 
decimal places, which is a too imprecise positioning. Now the Lat/Long values 
are stored with 9 decimal places. 
 

Fix 12.2: Project 
transformation for projects 
using Trimble Coordinate 
Systems 
 

If the project was set up with a Trimble Coordinate System, a project 
transformation was not possible when no surface generation was executed. 
With version 12.1 this now works for Trimble and Inpho coordinate systems. 

Fix 12.2: Data transfer to 
TBC failed 
 

When setting up a project in UASMaster with an user-defined coordinate 
system it could happen, that the transfer of the data to TBC failed with the 
following message: “ .... too large or too small for an unsigned byte.” 
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Improvement 12.1.1: 
Warning when importing 
points and measurements 
 

For the case, that “Points and measurements” are to be imported (UAS 
Project Edit) and the type of the coordinate system (TCS/ICS) does not match, 
only the point measurements are imported. A warning appears with the 
following text: “TCS and ICS coordinate systems cannot be mixed. Only the 
image coordinates are imported. Object coordinates must be reimported 
from the original sources.” 
 

Fix 12.1.1: Occasional UAS 
Project Editor crashes 
 

Fixed for version 12.1.1. 

Fix 12.1.1: Reset function 
for “Frame Photos” 
 

After renaming the path of the images, it was no more possible to reset it to 
the original path names. The Reset button had no effect. Now it works again. 
 

Fix 12.1.1: Crash in 16 bit 
pyramid generation 
 

The overview (pyramid) generation (make_pyr.exe) for 16 bit images is now 
possible again. A bug from the previous version has been fixed. 

Fix 12.1.1: Uninstall version 
12.0 when 12.1 is already 
installed. 
 

If version 12.0 was uninstalled while versions 12.0 and 12.1 were installed, it 
could happen that entries that were still used for the remaining version were 
removed, e.g. the symbols of the ground control points. This has been fixed so 
that all icons are available after an uninstall. 
 

Information 12.1.1: Error 
message or crash appeared 
if TCS was not installed 
 

The Trimble Coordinate Systems has now been made available in the 
download area. TCS is part of the bundle installation but installing the 
individual .msi files also requires downloading and installing the TCS installer. 

Improvement 12.1: TBC 
Coordinate System 
Manager 
 

We offered for our clients the use of either the Inpho standard coordinate 
systems or the newly implemented TBC Coordinate System manager. This 
provides a big variety of projected coordinate systems and facilitates the 
interaction with Trimble Business Center. 
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Improvement 12.1: Check 
about erroneous data 
formats 

Importing the GNSS/IMU file in the Project Editor a check about format 
consistency takes place. In case of discrepancies, a warning will inform the 
user about it. 
 

 
 

Fix 12.0.2: Crash of Image 
Commander 
 

In rare cases it could happen that the Image Commander crashed when 
several iage folders were read one after the other. 

Change 12.0.2: Information 
window “Basics” 

When setting up a new project, a “Basics” window appeared together with 
the Project Editor dialog, which indicated that a local coordinate system 
assumes that alle the data to be loaded must be present in the same 
projection. 
This window now only appears if an LSR system is actually selected.  

Improvement 12.0.1: 
Validation of terrain height 
against object points height 
 

A newly inserted validator checks whether the terrain height matches the 
control point height. If the discrepancies are too large, the warning “Photo 
terrain height is suspicious.” appears when the project is saved. 
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Improvement 12.0.1: 
Validation checks against 
limitations 

The test of the suitability of the software in relation to its intended use has 
been updated. The suitability test is based on the limitations of the software 
product. Corresponding messages appear in the “Output log” when the 
project is loaded. 

Information 12.0.1: 
Backward compatibility of 
license 
 

When using version 11 with a version 12 license, please make sure to install 
the patch 11.0.5 or higher. Lower versions will not be able to read the license 
of version 12. 

Improvement 12.0: Use of 
high-performance graphics 
card 
 

If the computer is equipped with an on-board and a high-performance graphic 
card, the high-performance graphic card is automatically selected for all 
calculation steps. 

Improvement 12.0: 
Adaption of the data to be 
loaded 
 

When opening a project with existing orthophotos, these were loaded, which 
led to long waiting times for larger projects. The standard setting of version 
12 now only load a possibly existing backdrop image. This setting can be 
changed in the Preferences. UAS ApplicationsMaster must be restarted after a 
change. 
 

New feature 12.0: Compare 
cameras 

The use of additional parameters in UAS Measure or executing a camera 
calibration will create a sub-set of the active camera. The “latest” camera sub-
set becomes active and will be used automatically for further processing. The 
camera dialog offers now a new function comparing camera sub-sets in the 
camera dialog of the Project Editor. Right-click on the camera sub-set you 
want to compare and select from the context menu a second camera sub-set 
for comparison. The function opens a table with the two cameras, allowing an 
easy comparison of the camera entries. 
 

New feature 12.0: Import 
of points and 
measurements 
 

The UAS Project Editor of version 12 
offers the possibility to import object 
points with their measurements from 
another project (Project Editor > Points 
> Import).  

An export of the points (without measurements) is possible too, different 
formats are available (*.gcp, *.csv, *.txt, *.dat) 
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Georeferencing 

Change Description 

Improvement 12.1.1: Keep 
zoom level for 
measurement 
 

For the measurement of points in UASMaster (Close Range 3D), the selected 
zoom level (e.g. 4:1) is retained for further measurements of the point in the 
remaining images. In previous versions, the zoom level jumped back to 1:1 
when the next image was selected. 
 

Fix 12.1.1: Deleting photos 
in “UAS Measurement” 
 

If an image was deleted in the UAS Measurement dialog, all points contained 
in it were also deleted in the overlapping images. Now only the image 
measurements of the deleted image(s) disappear but remain in the 
overlapping ones. 

Fix 12.1.1: Change point 
type in UAS Measurement 
 

Changing the point type in UAS Measurement only worked if the 
measurement mode was not started before. After starting and exiting the 
measurement mode, it was no longer possible to change the point type in the 
point settings. In order for this option to be available again, UAS 
Measurement had to be restarted. 
 

Fix 12.1.1: UAS measure 
mode “semi-automatic 
 

Using the “semi-automatic” mode for measuring (ground control) points by 
roughly measuring the point position in each image in which the point 
appears, then selecting the “semi-automatic” mode and accurately measuring 
the position in one photo will work again. 
 

Fix 12.1.1: UAS measure 
mode “full-automatic 
 

The “full-automatic” mode for point measurement in UAS Measurement 
works successfully again. 

Fix 12.1.1: PDF Report file. 
Incorrect indication of the  
RMS values in “Exterior 
orientation evaluations” 
 

In the “Exterior orientation evaluation” of the PDF report, the “RMS Ds” 
values are now indicated correctly and only images with values above the 
threshold get listed. 
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Fix 12.0.1: UAS Measure 
crash when removing 
images 
 

The problem that UAS Measure crashed when images are removed is fixed. 
The UAS Measurement tool no longer crashes and the project is saved 
correctly. 

Fix 12.0.1: Crash generating 
the Report file 
 

The generation of the Report file crashed if a project overview existed in the 
project directory. 

Fix 12.0.1: UAS 
(AreaMapping) workflow: 
Single images without 
GNSS 
 

If the initial exterior orientation of only one image was missing, the 
“exhaustive” mode was automatically used as “Pair Builder” method. This led 
to very long calculation times. Now the “exhaustive” mode (algorithm tries to 
match every image against each other to find image pairs) is only used if 5% 
of the imported images have not assigned an initial EO. 
 

Improvement 12.0: 
Creation of image stamp 
database 
 

The creation of the image stamp database in UAS Measure is now parallelized 
to run faster on first start-up 

Improvement 12.0: 
UAS Measure - column 
width adaption  

The columns width in UAS Measure is now stored and does not change when 
a new item is selected 
 

Improvement 12.0: 
Information in the Report 
file 
 

The UASMaster report file shows now uniquely described camera settings. 
There are four entries possible:  

 Camera process 
 Calibration status  
 Distortion type 
 Additional parameters 
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The “Camera process” ON/OFF informs if any calibration was activated. 
The “Camera status” informs about INITIAL/UNCALIBRATED/CALIBRATED 
The “Distortion type” shows which distortion model is assigned to the 
camera: UNDEFINED/SIMPLE RADIAL/GRID/COEFFICIENTS 
The entry of “Additional parameters” indicates whether additional 
parameters were used and, if so, which ones. 
 

Change 12.0: Overview 
window  
 
 

The behavior of the overview window in UAS Measure is adapted to 4K 
monitors. It now appears in the upper left. It can be made visible/invisible via  
Options > Preferences > Workspace > Toolbars 
If this option is not visible, click “Reset” in the Preferences dialog (Options > 
Preferences > Workspace > Toolbars). 
 

Surface and Orthophoto Generation 

Change Description 

Improvement 12.2: 
Performance Semi-Global-
Matching 
 

For the default scenario, the significantly highest performance can be 
seen in generation of 3D meshes (up to 5-7x) and texturing the meshes 
(up to 3-5x). For the other products, the SGM engine can speed up your 
productivity in generation of dense point clouds (up to 25%), DSM (up to 
5 - 10%). These numbers can vary depending on the image compression 
and the project types (nadir, oblique). 
 

Improvement 12.2: 
Additional quality preset 
“Highest” for executing 
SGM on original resolution 
level. 

UASMaster 12.2 offers the new possibility to execute the semi-global 
matching (SGM) on the original resolution level (1:1). The preset name is 
“Highest”. 

The quality presets “High” and “Highest” have been reworked. “High”, which 
is the default setting, is now focused on performance, “Highest” is focused on 
quality. 
 

Improvement 12.2: 
Optimizing results for 
quality level 

The quality presets "High", "Medium" and "Low" have been optimized to 
better match the quality and performance to the selected quality level. For 
example, the quality preset is now taken into account for the resolution of the 
mesh texture. 
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Improvement 12.2: 
Optimized SLPK results 

Degenerate faces are now removed from the “Esri Scene Layer Package” 
(SLPK) results. These can be problematic when working with the results in 
other software. 

Improvement 12.2: Project 
directory path length 

The project directory path can now be longer without hitting the Windows 
maximum path length limitation during processing. In addition, the 
executables now support the Win 10 long path functionality (if enabled) to 
allow for even longer paths. This also applies to the path length of the TEMP 
directory in which the intermediate results are saved. 
 

Improvement 12.2: GPU 
processing related 
messages 
 

Version 12.2 provides better GPU (CUDA) processing messages. For example, 
it’s now transparent whether GPU processing is enabled or why it can’t be 
used. 

Improvement 12.2: License 
error codes 
 

Some license errors that previously only reported error codes now have 
messages. 

Change 12.2: GPU (CUDA) 
for compute capability 3.0 
or 3.2 
 

GPU (CUDA) processing is no longer supported when using a GPU with 
compute capability 3.0 or 3.2. 

Fix 12.2: “Out of memory” 
error’ 

In rare cases, an “Out of memory” error could occur in the Dense Matching 
step, although sufficient memory was available. 
 

Fix 12.2: Subpixel shifts The subpixel shifts of mesh textures are fixed. 
 

Fix 12.2: Minor inaccuracies 
 

Fixed some minor inaccuracies in applying camera distortion. 

Fix 12.2: Fallback to the 
CPU 
 

Fixed an issue where accessing the CPU could cause slowdowns when using 
an unsupported GPU. 
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Fix 12.2: Backslashes in 
path of SLPK results 
 

Fixed some paths within the SLPK (Esri Scene Layer Package ) results that 
might have used backslashes, potentially resulting in problems when handling 
the files on Linux. 
 

Fix 12.2: Parameter update 
 

Fixed an issue where a parameter was not correctly updated when switching 
the scenario to “Default” from a different one. 
 

Fix 12.2: SGM processing 
crashed during border line 
generation 

In case no height information is available (no adjusted points in .xpf file) and 
the coordinate system is a geoid based one, the semi-global matching (SGM) 
processing crashed during the border line generation for parallel access of 
height generation using an internal global height model. This happened more 
often the more threads were available. Now this process allows single access 
only which prevents a crash. 
 

Fix 12.2: Crash in automatic 
borderline generation – 
footprint intersection 
determination 

The surface generation (UASMaster “Area Mapping” workflow) crashed 
during automatic borderline generation during the footprint intersection 
determination if more than two intersections per polygon part were available. 
Now more than 2 intersection per polygon part are allowed. 
 

Fix 12.1.1: Crash in DSM 
module 
 

On some hardware configurations, the SGM 2.5D process crashed. This issue 
has been resolved. 

Improvement 12.1: DTM 
process delivers colored 
point cloud 
 

UASMaster delivers now also for the Digital Terrain Model strategies a 
colored point cloud. 

Fix 12.1: Missing ortho 
display 
 

The display of orthophotos works again. Tool tips have been added for “Show 
active photos/orthos” and “Show inactive photos/ortho frames”. 
Note: The background image is treated as an active orthophoto for the setting 
in Preferences: Display > View – Background image 
 

Improvement 12.1: 
Optimized mesh results 

Version 12.1 offers faster loading and improved usability on low-end 
hardware and/or slow internet connections for LOD formats. This was 
achieved by reducing the triangle count and the size for the texture atlases. 
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Improvement 12.1: 
Automatic shape file 
feature 

An automatic shape file feature is introduced, which will ensure that results 
are only produced in high-quality regions of the dataset in case no area of 
interest was defined. 
 

Improvement 12.1: Loading 
behavior for 3D tiles 
 

The loading behavior for 3D tiles (OGC/Cesium) output is strongly improved. 

Improvement 12.1: Higher 
texture quality 
 

The JPEG quality value has been increased, resulting in a higher texture 
quality for OGJ and DAE mesh outputs. 

Improvement 12.1: Tile 
name for every tile polygon 
 

The file “TilesShape.shp” now contains the tile name information for every 
tile polygon. This shape file can be found in the folder:  
\\pointcloud\Internal\Shapefiles\ 
 

Change 12.1: Information 
about stereo models 

The information about stereo models for dense matching is stored more 
efficiently, reducing disk space and RAM usage for large projects. 
 

Change 12.1: Faster loading 
times for GIS applications 
 

There are introduced “.vrt” files for raster products to enable faster loading 
times in GIS applications. 

Fix 12.1: Error  
“vector<T> too long” 

An issue is resolved where invalid polygons in area or correction shape files 
could lead to a “vector<T> too long” error. 
 

Fix 12.1: Correct 
referencing of TFW files 
 

TFW files are now correctly referenced to the center of the top left pixel. 

Fix 12.1: Possible crash if 
dimensions in images and 
orientations are 
inconsistent 
 

An error message has been implemented which indicates that the dimensions 
in image and orientations are inconsistent. In the past this could lead to a 
crash if image preparation was skipped. 
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Fix 12.1: DAE meshes and 
intended JPEG compression 
level 
 

An issue has been solved where textures of DAE meshes did not use the 
intended JPEG compression level. 

Fix 12.1: TilesShape.shp 
and multiple polygons 
 

Version 12.1 resolved an issue where the TilesShape.shp could contain 
multiple polygons per tile. 

Fix 12.1: Possible crash for 
tiles with water points 
 

The point cloud generation could crash for tiles containing only water points. 

Fix 12.1: 16-bit to 8-bit 
conversion of images 
 

The 16-bit to 8-bit conversion of images during mesh texturing could lead to 
texture color artifacts. 

Fix 12.1: Artifacts in the 
results 
 

An issue is fixed where artifacts occurred in the results when using very large 
input images (more than 32766 pixels in at least one dimension) with certain 
orientation and project settings. 
 

Fix 12.1: Inconsistent color 
information 
 

Inconsistent color information of DRACO compressed and uncompressed 
meshes in SLPK mesh outputs could lead to issues when using them in other 
software. DRACO compression is now disabled by default for the 3D tiles 
(OGC/Cesium) mesh results so that it cannot negatively affect the 
performance when viewing the result with low-end hardware. 
 

Fix 12.1: Orientations using 
the Inpho coefficients 
distortion model 

When using orientations with the Inpho coefficient model, artefacts could 
occur in the results, especially in case of strongly distorted images. 

Fix 12.0.2: Gaps in the 
points cloud 
 

An error in the footprint intersection causes incorrect online model areas. 
This generated gaps in the point cloud. 

Fix 12.0.1: Initial DEM 
generation for automatic 
borderline correction 
 

In order to assign the correct heights for the borderline, an initial DEM is 
generated. This generation would fail if the adjusted points used to generate 
the DEM have a standard deviation of zero. Now the object point standard 
deviation from the project is used to avoid null values. 
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Fix 12.0.1: Import of 
ERMapper raster files 
 

The height model import of ERMapper raster files was temporarily not 
working. This has been fixed. 

Fix 12.0.1: Function keys 
cannot defined as shortcuts 
 

It was no longer possible to use functions keys as shortcuts. E.g. the selection 
of F1 as shortcut led to an assignment of P. 

Improvement 12.0: True 
Ortho texture used from 
original resolution level 
  

The resolution of the True Ortho was enhanced to image pixel quality, using 
the texture from level 0. 

True orthophoto in UASMaster v12 vs. v11 

Improvement 12.0: 
Increased ortho-
rectification performance 
 

High performance CPUs are now utilized to a higher capacity. Depending on 
the hardware specification and project configuration this increases the 
performance up to 4 times. 
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Improvement 12.0: 
Automatic 3D area 
borderline 
 

Automatic 3D area borderline 
The usage of a borderline is recommended for the SGM algorithms. 
Therefore, an automatic borderline is generated and used in case no 
borderline was imported before. 
 

 

New feature 12.0: User-
defined visibility of 
orthophotos 

It is possible to select in the Options > Preferences > Views either to show or 
to hide the visibility of the backdrop image. 
The visibility of photos and orthos can be toggled individually on Photos and 
Orthos tab and additionally from the actions in the toolbar. It is possible to 
define shortcuts to toggle photos, orthos and its frames (Preferences > 
Workspace > Shortcuts > Category Display) 
 

Fix 12.0: Crash using 
FBM/LSM for big projects 
 

In some cases the project could crash during point cloud generation with the 
FBM/CBM method for large projects 

 
 

Information 

For more information, contact your Trimble Inpho Support Team at imaging_support@trimble.com.  
The software is available for download on  
https://geospatial.trimble.com/products-and-solutions/trimble-inpho-uasmaster 
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